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The problem of finding the cycle representatives of acyclic code is examined. 
For an (n, k) cyclic code whose parity check polynomial h(x) consists entirely 
of factors with exponent n, a complete set of representatives is obtained. 
Further, if the exponents of the factors of h(x) are relatively prime to each 
other, a complete set can also be generated. For other cyclic codes, a large 
number of representatives can also be found and relations are described which 
assist in finding the remaining ones. Some results are presented for counting 
the number of cycles of specified length. 
The relation of this work to the weight distribution problem and word 
synchronization f cyclic codes is mentioned. 
INTRODUCTION 
The cyclic codes are the most extensively studied class of block codes 
(e.g., see Peterson (1961) and Berlekamp (1968)); they are almost the only 
ones which have been used in any "practical" error-control system. 
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A cyclic code can be partitioned into its cyclic classes; a cyclic class consists 
of those code words which are cyclic shifts of one another; the size of the 
class is called its period, and is necessarily a divisor (not usually a proper 
devisor) of the block length. 
I f  we can determine a representative and the period of each cyclic class 
we have a great deal of information about the code. For example, the weight 
distribution is completely determined. Also, knowledge of the cycle repre- 
sentatives may help with the word synchronization problem. 
This paper presents two computational methods for obtaining the cycle 
representatives and periods. These are generalizations of the work of S6guin 
(1970) and Goethals (1966a,b). These methods give a complete set of cycle 
representatives for a certain class of cyclic codes, and are, of course, still 
valuable even when the set obtained is not complete. 
CYCLIC CLASSES OF CYCLIC CODES 
Let V 0 be an (n, k) cyclic code over the Galois field GF(q) generated by 
g(x) -:  (x ~ -- 1)/h(x). The generator polynominal g(x) has degree n --  h and 
the parity check polynominal h(x) has degree h. Assume that n and q are 
relatively prime and let c be the smallest integer such that nc = q" - -  1. 
Also, let h,(x), i = 1, 2 ..... r, be the distinct irreducible factors of h(x), where 
h,(x) has exponent e i and degree m,. We will order the hi(x) such that 
e i >~ e~+ 1 . Using the above notation, we have 
h(x) - -  hi(*) h~(~) ".' h,.(,). (1) 
Two code words fl(x)g(x) and f~(x)g(x) from V 0 are in the same cycle if, 
and only if, there is an integer s, 0 <~ s < n, such that 
**f,a(x) g(x) ~- A(x)  g(x) rood x ~ --  1 (2) 
or equivalently, if, and only if 
x*f2(x ) - - f , (x )  ~ 0 mod h(x). (3) 
Let b be the least integer such that 
x~f(x) g(x) =~ f (x )  g(x) mod x" --  1. (4) 
Then b is also the least integer such that h(x) divides 
f (x ) (x  b -  1), (5) 
and f (x )g (x )  represents a cycle of length b. 
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SOME USEFUL PROPERTIES OF A CERTAIN PARTITION OF CYCLIC CODES 
Let us order the factors of h(x) such that ei >/e,_~l, i -~ 1 ..... r -- 1, 
where ei is the exponent of hi(x ). Consider the subcode V i of Vo, where 
Vi is generated by gti)(x) = g(x) hl(x ) h2(x ) "" hi(x ). It is observed that the 
parity check polynomial of V i is hl+l(x ) ." hr(x ) and that Vi-1 contains V~. 
The periods of the cycles of V i can be determined, as explained in the 
previous section, by examining 
f (x ) (x  s -  l) 
h,+l(x)"" h~(x)' (6) 
where f (x )g" ) (x )~ V i .  It is seen that if h~+l(x ) "" h~(x) has exponent 
e = LCM(ei+ x ..... e~), then all the cycles in V, have period e or divisors of e. 
Similarly, all the code words in Vi-x have period equal to LCM(et,  ei+ 1 ,..., e~.), 
or divisors thereof. It is clear that LCM(ei,  e~+ 1 ,..., e~) ~ LCM(ei+ 1 ..... e~). 
Define V~_ 1 --  Vi to mean the set of all code words that are in Vi_~ but not 
in Vi .  It is easily seen that the collection V 0 - V1, V 1 - V 2 ..... V~_ 1 - V~, Vr, 
partitions the (n, k) cyclic code V0, where V r represents the zero word. 
All the code words in Vi_ 1 --  Vi have the form f(x)g(~-l)(x), where f (x )  
is not divisible by he(x). It follows from (6) that all cycles in V,._~- V~ 
have periods which are multiples of e~. We have the following lemma: 
LEMMA 1. In Vt-1 -- Vt , t ~ r, all cycles have periods which are multiples 
of et and which are upper bounded by LCM(e, ,..., e~). This maximum period 
is achieved by some cycles in V,_ 1 -- V , .  
I f  LCM(ei ..... er) = ei, then all cycles in Vi-1 -- Vi have the same period. 
It should be noted that the cycle periods in Vi -1 -  Vi and Vj_ 1 --  Vj, 
i @ j, may overlap since it is possible that LCM(e~ ..... er) >/ei even though 
e~ ) ej. Since no cycle can have period greater than n, it follows that if 
ei ~ n, then all the cycles in V o --  V 1 .... , Vi-1 -- V i ,  have period n. 
LEMMA 2. Every code word in the set Vt-1 --  Vt can be written in the form 
[f(x) hi(x) -~- a(x)] hi(x) "" ht_l(X ) g(x), t <~ r, (7) 
where deg[f(x)] < k --  ~=1 mi, deg[a(x)] < m~ and a(x) =A O, but f (x )  and 
a(x) are otherwise arbitrary. 
Proof. Every distinct choice of f (x)  and a(x) in (7) gives a distinct code 
word. By inspection, it is clear that (7) is a member of V~_I, but not a member 
of Vt,  and hence belongs to Vt_ t --  V~. 
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By a straightforward counting procedure, the number of code words in 
V~-~l - V~ is 
1~-~'~-1.~ q~-~,~, _ q ~ _ _ q~-r ,~, , , (q~ 1). (8) 
The number of code words that can be written in form of (7) is also 
qk-y,[~j(q,~_ 1). Hence every code word in V,_I"-- V~ can be written in 
the form of (7). Q.E.D. 
The above method of partitioning a cyclic code will be used to obtain 
representatives of cyclic classes. For some cyclic codes this method will 
generate a complete set of cycle representatives and for others, a partial set. 
Consider an (n, k) cyclic code V o whose parity check polynomial h(x) has 
an irreducible factor hl(x ) with exponent n, and degree m. It will be shown 
that every district choice o f f (x)  in 
[f(x) hl(x ) + 1] g(x) (9) 
will give a distinct cycle representative in V0, where f(x) is a polynomial 
of degree less than k -- m, but is otherwise arbitrary. However the cycle 
representatives so generated will not in general exhaust the cycles in V0. 
To show that the period of (9) is n, it is sufficient o show that h(x) does 
not divide 
[f(x) hl(x ) -4- 1](x s -  1) (10) 
for all 0 < s < n. Now, ha(x ) does not divide [f(x) hl(x ) + 1] and also 
does not divide (x s - -  1) for all 0 < s < n since it has exponent n. But 
hl(x ) is a factor of h(x), thus we have proved that the code words given by 
(9) have period n. Let f l(x ) andf2(x ) be distinct choices of f (x)  in (9). Then 
they will generate distinct cycles if h(x) does not divide 
x"(L(x ) ha(x ) + 1) -- (L(x) h&)  ÷ 1) ( l l )  
for all 0 ~ s < n. We can rearrange the above expression to give 
h~(x)[x~fz(x) -- f~(x)] + (x ~ --  1). (12) 
Since h(x) does not divide (12) for all 0 ~< s < n it follows that every choice 
of (9) generates a distinct cycle of length n. Counting all the choices of f (x)  
in (9), it is clear that we have generated qe-~ cycle representatives. Since 
each such cycle has length n, this accounts for nq k-~ code words. Observe 
that the set of code words generated by (9) corresponds to a subset of V 0 --  V 1 
as can be seen by recalling Lemma 2. We have the following: 
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THEOREM 1. Given an (n, k) cyclic code whose parity check polynomial 
has a factor hl(x ) of degree m and exponent n, then every distinct choice of 
f(x) with degree less than k -- m in 
[f(x) hi(x)+ 1]g(x) 
will give a representative of a distinct cycle. Each such cycle has period n. 
Theorem 1 is a generalization of a result given by S6guin (1970). S6guin 
assumed that hl(x ) is primitive and that n = qm -- 1. Theorem 1 can also 
be extended if h(x) has more than one factor with exponent n. Specifically, 
let h(x) have p factors hi(x), i ~ 1,...,p, each with degree m, where 
nc = q~ -- 1, and all having exponent n. By Theorem 1, we can generate 
one set of cycle representatives. Now consider 
[f(x) h2(x ) + 1] hl(x ) g(x), (13) 
where f(x) has degree less than k -- 2m. Using arguments imilar to those 
used to derive Theorem 1, we can show that each choice of f (x) in (13) 
will be a generator for a distinct new cycle with period n. This method 
terminates after we arrive at 
If(x) h~(x) + 1] hi(x)'., hg_a(x ) g(x), (14) 
where hi(x),... , h~(x), p <~ r, are all the factors of h(x) with exponent n, 
and degf(x) < k -- pro. The total number of cycles generated by the above 
method is 
~0 
q~-"~ (15) 
j=l 
and each cycle has period n. 
Theorem 1 can be generalized in another manner by making use of a 
result due to Nili (1964). Nili showed that the cycle representatives of the 
minimal ideal generated by ga(x) = (x ~ -- 1)~ha(x), are given by ocaJ(x )ga(x) 
where oca(x ) is a primitive element in the field generated modulo hi(x), 
and j=0,1 , . . . , c  a -  1, where c a =(q '~ l - -  1)/e 1. It can be shown by 
arguments imilar to the ones used to prove Theorem 1 that each distinct 
choice of 
[f (x) hl(x ) q- oca'(x)] g(x) (16) 
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will give a cycle representative. I f  h(x) has other factors with exponent n, 
then (13) can be extended in a natural way to 
[f(x) he(x ) + o%~(x)] hl(X)g(x), (17) 
where oc2(x ) is a primitive element in the field generated modulo he(x ). 
THEOREM 2. Let V o be an (n, k) cyclic code generated by g(x) and whose 
parity check polynomial h(x) has p irreducible factors hu(x ) each with exponent n. 
Then every choice of 
[f(x) hu(x ) + OCuJ(X)] hl(X)'"hu_l(X )g(x), u = 1 .... ,p, (18) 
where the terms are defined earlier, will generate a distinct cycle. Further, all 
these cycles have period n. 
It is of interest to know under what conditions the cycles generated in 
the above theorem exhaust he code V 0 . Let c be the smallest integer such 
that nc == q~ --  1, m an integer. Consider an (n, k) cyclic code where h(x) 
is the product of p irreducible polynomials each with exponent n, i.e., 
h(x) =h~(x)... h,(x). (19) 
It is not hard to show that the degree of each of the h~(x) in (19) is m. 
Since the degree of h(x) is k, it is clear that for the above code, k ~ rap. 
From Theorem 2, the number of code words generated by (18) is 
nc(qk-~ + qk-2~ + ... + qm + 1) = q~-- 1. (20) 
On the other hand, since every factor of h(x) has exponent n, every cycle 
of V 0 has period n, except for the zero word. Hence, there are exactly q~ --  1 
code words with period n. It  follows that for cyclic codes whose parity 
check polynomials consist entirely of irreducible factors each with exponent n, 
we generate representatives for all cycles using (18). For codes that do not 
satisfy this condition, the remaining cycles may be computed by brute force 
if they are not too numerous. Observe that one essentially has to compute 
the words belonging to the subcode V~. 
To obtain cycle representatives for those codes that have cycles with 
periods that divide n, we introduce another method. In fact, the entire 
decomposition can be based on this approach since it will also generate 
cycles of length n. Essentially, the idea is to view a cyclic code as the direct 
sum of its minimal ideals (Goethals (1966a,b), MacWilliams (1965)). Goethals 
6431x8/4-4 
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(1966a) has used this method in the case where the cyclic code is itself a 
minimal ideal and he also suggested that the method could be extended 
to nonminimal ideals. However, we believe that this extension is nontrivial 
and propose to examine this idea further. 
Consider, as before, an (n, k) cyclic code V 0 over GF(q), generated by 
g(x) = (x ~ --  1)/h(x) and where (n, q) = 1. I f  hi(x), i = 1,..., r, are the 
r irreducible factors of h(x), then V 0 is the direct sum of the r minimal 
ideals Mi generated by g~(x) = (x ~-  1)/h~(x), i - -  1,..., r. It will be more 
convenient from here on to work with the idempotents than with the 
generator polynomials. The basic properties of the idempotents can be 
found in Goethals (1966a) and MacWilliams (1965) and results will be 
drawn from these sources as required. 
Let E~(x) be the idempotent for the minimal ideal M~ generated by g,(x). 
Then it is known that 
Ei(x ) = a,(x) g~(x), (21) 
where a~(x) is relatively prime to hi(x) and that 
El(X) = l mod hi(x); 
E~2(x) = E,(x) modx ~-  1. 
(22) 
(23) 
It may be observed that E~(x) is the multiplicative identity for the minimal 
ideal (which is a field) generated gi(x). Another useful property is that the 
idempotents of the minimal ideals of a cyclic code are orthogonal, i.e., 
Ei(x) E~(x) =0,  i=/=j. (24) 
Further, the idempotent E(x) of a cyclic code is the sum of the idempotents 
Ei(x ) of its minimal ideals, i.e., 
E(x) = El(x ) + Ez(x) -k "'" + E,,(x). (25) 
It  is known, and in fact is not hard to show, that the period of the cycles 
in the minimal ideal Mi  is given by ei where ei is the exponent of hi(x). 
Since there are q~ --  1 nonzero code words in Mi ,  there are ci = (q~i _ 1)/e, 
cycle representatives in it. Now, Nili (t964) has shown that the cycle 
representatives of M i are given by 
oct , (x )  . g~(x) ,  t = o,  1 . . . . .  c~ - 1 (26)  
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or, in terms of its idempotent, by 
oqt (x )  " E i (x ) ,  t = O, 1, . . . ,  c, - -  1, (27) 
where o%(x) is any primitive element in the Galois field generated by the 
polynomials modulo hi(x ). Note that all the cycles in a minimal ideal have 
the same period. 
Consider the set of code words having the description 
alk(.) El(X) + " + 3Tfr(*) t~r(.), (28) 
where 8,, i = 1,..., r, can be either 0 or 1. Thef,(x)  are nonzero polynomials 
of degree less than rn i , where mi is the degree of hi(x). For each assignment 
of the set {31,82 .... ,3r}, the fdx) can generate a set of code words. It  has 
been shown by Allard and S6guin (1970) that such a set of code words is a 
multiplicative group. Further, the 2 r possible assignments of {31 .... ,3,.} 
generate 2 r such groups and these groups form a partition of the cyclic 
code. In view of this partition property, it is only necessary to examine a 
typical group and then extrapolate the results to the entire cyclic code. 
For convenience, but without loss of generality, let us consider the 
assignment 3i = 1, i=  1 .... ,p, and 8 i=0,  i=p+ 1,...,r. Hence, (28) 
becomes 
k(*) E,(.) + --. + fA*) &(*). (29) 
Our task then is to find all the cycle representatives for the group G generated 
by (29). It is not hard to show that all cycles in G have the same period 
and that the period is the least common multiple (LCM) of the periods of 
the minimal ideals M,, i = 1,..., p, in G. That is, the period is LCM(el, . . .  , %). 
The number of cycle representatives in G is then 
1-[ (qm' -- 1)/LCM(ei ,..., %) 
i=1 
and since eic i = qm¢ _ 1, the above is equal to 
f I  ei iY[=ici/LCM(ei ,..., %). (30) 
i=1 = 
Let us now examine the words in G having the form 
~=~,(~) Z(~) + ... + ~(~)  E( . ) ,  (31) 
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where t i lies in the range 0 <~ t, <~ c i - -  1. We will show that every distinct 
choice of (31) in G will give a distinct cycle representative in G. 
Let 
E (x) +.. .  + E (x), 0 t '  i ~ ci - -  1 (32) 
be another choice of (31) in G. Then (31) and (32) are in the same cycle 
iff there exists an s such that 
x* Z o@(x) E,(x) -- Z oc~;(x) E (x), mod x ~ --  1, (33) 
i~l Z=I 
where s lies in the range 0 < s < LCM(e 1 ,..., e~). Multiplying both sides 
of (33) by E~(x) and applying their orthogonal property, we conclude that 
(33) is satisfied iff 
xSoc~'(x) E(x) =~ oc~'~(x) Ei(x), rood x '~ --  1, i = 1 .... ,p. (34) 
But from Nili's result as stated in (27), (34) is satisfied only when t i = h', 
i ----- 1 .... , p. Hence every distinct choice of the t, in (31) will give a distinct 
representative. We state this as a theorem: 
THEOREM 3. Given an (n, k) cyclic code over GF(q), where (n, q) -~ 1, 
then every distinct choice of (31) will give a representative of a distinct cycle in G. 
Unfortunately, although every distinct choice of (31) gives a representative 
of a distinct cycle, it does not necessarily give all the cycle representatives 
in G. First, observe that the number of cycle representatives given by (31) 
P is ~L=I c¢ and that the number of cycle representatives in G is given by (30). 
These two expressions are equal only when 
12[ e~ = LCM(e 1 ,..., e~), (35) 
i=l 
i.e., when the e, are pairwise relatively prime. Hence, when (35) is satisfied 
we have all the cycle representatives in G. When (35) is not satisfied, a 
method for obtaining the missing cycle representatives is to consider certain 
cyclic shifts of the minimal ideals in G as shown below 
20 
x~'~' (x)  E~(x), (36) 
i=1 
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where the ui are integers in the range 0 ~< ui < ei.  The code word in (36) 
will be in the same cycle as (31) only when there is an s such that 
xSx~oc~(x)  Ei(x ) ~ oc~'(x) E (x), i ~ 1 ..... p 
or equivalently, only when ei divides s q- ui,  for i = 1 .... , p. We can write 
s + ui = ~'ie~, i = 1,..., p, (37) 
where ~-/is an integer. Without loss of generality, we can set the smallest u~ 
to zero, say u~. This is equivalent o shifting (36) by u~ units, hence the 
shifted version is in the same cycle. Now, u~ = 0 implies that s = .%% 
and substituting into (37), we have 
U i = -Qe  i - -  %%, i ~ p. (38) 
We can conclude that (36) and (31) are in the same cycle iff the relations in 
(38) are satisfied. The problem of finding the remaining cycle representatives 
is then equivalent o finding a set of u's that do not satisfy (38) for any 
choice of the integers *i • 
A set of u's which do not satisfy (38), but which do not necessarily form 
a complete set is now given. First, observe that if u i ~ -rig - -  "%%, then 
(ei,  %) divides C/i, hence, if we choose u, < (e~, %), then u i ~ %e~ - -  %%.  
Counting from zq = 0, this gives (el, %) choices ofu  i , for i = 1, 2,..., p - -  1. 
This procedure gives I-L=1 (el ,  %) cycle representatives for each choice of 
the t's in (36). In other words, for the group G defined by (31) we have 
generated a total of I~i=l c, • (el,  %). From (30), this is a complete set when 
I~ (e~, %) = I~ e,/LCM(e~ ,..., %). (39) 
i=1 z=l 
An analytical solution for a general complete set of u's has not been obtained, 
but for a given cyclic code, it should not be hard to solve (38) on a computer. 
Having found a set of cycle representatives, one may use them to determine 
the weight distribution of a cyclic code. It is obvious that all the code words 
in a cycle have the same weight and hence one need only determine the 
weight of one member of the cycle. It  is not necessary to determine all 
the cycle representatives if one applies permutations which map one cycle 
representative into another. For example, if the coefficient field has charac- 
teristic q and (n, q) = 1, then 
~i  (X)  Ei(x ) (40) 
i=i i=l 
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and it follows that (31) and the right side of (40) have the same weight. 
Hence all cycle representatives that can be obtained from (31) by raising 
it to a power of q have the same weight. 
If one is merely interested in knowing the number of cyclic classes of 
each period, this can be determined without bothering to compute the cycle 
representatives. We have the following resuk: 
THEOREM 4. Given an (n, k) cyclic code over GF(q) generated by g(x) = 
(x n -- 1)/h(x), where (n, q) = 1, then the number of cycles of order e is given by 
N,  = el ~ tz (d )  qm(a,, e l n, (41) 
where re(d) = degree of (h(x), x a -- 1) and iz(') is the Moebius function. 
This result can readily be proved by first counting the number of words 
in the code with period e or divisors of e, namely, 3~ale dNa • Since a code 
word f(x)g(x) has period e or a divisor of e if h(x) divides f(x)(x" -- 1), 
it follows that the number of such words is given by qm(~). Hence, 
qm(,) = ~ dNa (42) 
die 
and invoking the Moebius inversion formula, we obtain (41) the desired 
result. 
In the whole space of n-tuples over GF(q), the number of cycles of order e 
as given by (41) is 
(5) t~ qa, e I n. (43) 
This result is probably not new and in fact if we substitute = n in (43), 
we obtain the expression derived by Golomb et al. (1958) for the maximum 
number of words in a comma-free code of length n. This is to be expected 
since a comma-free code can have only one word from each cycle of 
length n. The expression in (43) also gives the number of irreducible 
polynomials of degree  (see Berlekamp (1968), p. 84). 
A related result of interest is given below: In the space of all binary n-tuples, 
the number of distinct cyclic classes of weight w and cyclic order e is the 
coefficient of x ~ in the expansion of 
Re(x)  = 1 e ~/z  (d ) (1  q-x~/a) a, (44) 
ale 
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hoof. First, observe that 
/=0 
(45) 
and that the coefficient of x i in (45) is equal to the number of e-tuples of 
weight L If  e divides n, then the number of n-tuples of weight i that are 
left invariant by a cyclic shift of magnitude is given by the coefficient 
of x i in the expansion of 
(1 -~- xn/e) e. (46) 
From the definition of R~(x), we can write 
~' R~(x) d = (1 + x"/~) ~ (47) 
ale 
and applying the Moebius inversion, (47) yields (44) as desired. Q.E.D. 
This result can be generalized to the nonbinary case. 
CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we have examined two procedures for determining the 
cycle representatives of a cyclic code. The first method is a generalization 
of a procedure due to S4guin (1970), and it generates many cycle repre- 
sentatives when the parity check polynomial h(x) has several factors with 
exponent n. In fact, if h(x) is composed exclusively of factors with exponent n, 
the method generates the entire set of cycle representatives. 
The cycle representatives generated by the first method bear a close 
resemblance to the subset codes described by Tavares and Fukada (1970). 
One may compare xpression (9) with equation (6) in Tavares and Fukada 
(1970). Aside from a change in notation, the difference is that for subset 
codes, the exponent e1 of hl(x ) need not be equal to n. In fact, to be able 
to correct a maximum slip of S digits (see Tavares and Fukada (1970) for 
details), it is only necessary that e 1 > 2S. The difference arises from the 
fact that the subset code words do not necessarily belong to different cycles. 
They merely need to be spaced at least 2S + 1 cyclic shifts apart. 
The second method is based on the work of Goethals (1966a,b), and is 
an attempt o exploit this procedure further. It has resulted in a larger 
explicit set of cycle representatives. Finally, a set of relations are described 
which should reduce the labour in finding any remaining representatives. 
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Both of the techniques described in this paper imply selecting a primitive 
element in a finite field generated by the polynomials modulo an irreducible 
polynomial h,(x). In general, obtaining such a primitive element will involve 
some amount of computation. Hence, this fact must be taken into account 
when estimating the computational effort in finding the cycle representatives. 
Knowledge of cycle representatives can assist in finding the weight 
distribution of cyclic codes, perhaps with the assistance of a computer, 
as has been done by Goethals. 
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